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I. WHAT IS BEING STUDIED?   

1. Study Objective   To describe the clinical use and safety 
profile of low dose ketamine (LDK) for 
pain management in the ED 
LDK is defined as 0.1-0.3 mg/kg 
 

2. Study Design 
 

Retrospective case series single center 
urban Level 1 trauma center 

3. Inclusion Criteria All ED patients for whom ketamine was 
ordered for analgesia during the study 
period 
 
 

4. Exclusion Criteria Known allergy to ketamine was only 
absolute contraindication 
Relative CI included age < 18y/o, seizure 
activity, elevated ICP, liver failure, 
pregnancy or breastfeeding 
 
Patients receiving ketamine for anesthesia 

5. Interventions Compared No real trial arm 
Basically the only intervention was 
whether the patient was given LDK or not 
 

6. Outcomes Evaluated  Dose, route, disposition 
Adverse events: major (apnea, 
laryngospasm, HTN emergency, and 
cardiac arrest) and minor (emesis, 
psychomimetic reaction, and transient 
hypoxia) 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  II.    Are the results of the study valid  

1. Was the assignment of patients 
randomized?  
 
 

No randomization as this is a retrospective 
study 

2. Was randomization concealed (blinded)? 
 
 
 

n/a 

3. Were patients analyzed in the groups to 
which they were randomized? 
 
 

Patients were analyzed according to chief 
complaint, organized into seven broad 
groups.  
 
They also were analyzed according to dose, 
route, disposition, and adverse events 
 
 

4. Were patients in the treatment and 
control groups similar with respect to 
known prognostic factors? 
 
 

Median age was 41 
55% were Female 
63% were discharged 
IV admin in 93% 
Many had comorbid disease 

III. Did experimental and control groups 
retain a similar prognosis after the study 
started (answer the questions posed 
below)? 

 

1. Were patients aware of group allocation? 
 
 

No – data was analyzed after treatment 
 

2. Were clinicians aware of group 
allocation?  
 

Yes. Clinicians determined who got 
ketamine based upin their clinical 
discretion 
 

3. Were outcome assessors aware of group 
allocation? 
 

Yes – data was collected using a 
standardized data abstraction form by 2 
authors.   
Interrater reliability was ascertained 
through the K Cohen statistic and was high 
for 2 variables route of administration 
k=0.99 and adverse events k= 0.90 

4. Was follow-up complete? 
 
 

Being a retrospective study there was no 
arranged follow-up 

IV. What were the results? 
Answer the questions posed below 

 

1. How large was the treatment effect? 
(Difference between treatment and control 
group).  
 

6% (30 patients) met criteria for an adverse 
event 
 
 
 



2. What was the estimated treatment effect 
at a 95% confidence interval? (Precision)  
 
 

CI’s provided for two data points only 
Change in SBP and HR within 1 
hour of LDK administration, as compared 
with triage values.  
Mean triage SBP and HR was 141 (99% 
CI, 138-144) and 93 (99% CI, 91-95), 
whereas SBP and HR within 1 hour of 
LDK administration were 138 
(99% CI, 135-141) and 86 (99% CI, 84-
88), respectively.  
 
 

V. Will the results help me in caring for 
my patients?  (Applicable?)  
 

 
 

1. Were the study patients similar to my 
patient? 
 
 
 

This was performed at a busy urban trauma 
center. The patients had a myriad of CC 
and comorbid disease very similar to our 
patient population.  

2. Were all clinically important outcomes 
considered?  
 
 

No. 
The main outcomes evaluated by this study 
were safety or Adverse events to LDK 
administration. Patient satisfaction, need 
for rescue medications, decrease of pain 
values using a validated score were not 
included. No economic analysis. 
 

3. Are the likely treatment benefits worth 
the potential harm and costs? 
 
 
 

Based on this limited paper (see limits 
below) I think that it shows that there are 
few harms to giving LDK. The paper does 
not really speak to the benefits so it is hard 
to call based on this paper alone and needs 
to be used in conjunction with the other 
RTCs in the other articles. 

 
 
Study Limitations 
Retrospective study – quality is limited to the Medical record 
The authors do not describe how they queried the EMR and if it was done between independent 
entities and did they come up with the similar results.  
Only outcomes included were adverse events, blood pressure and heart rate 
Data abstractors were not blinded and could predispose to bias 
No data on pain levels, need for rescue medications, specific types of patients who routinely got 
LDK 
 
Prone to recall bias, confounding variables 
If AE or certain elements of patient encounter were not recorded they were assumed not to be 
present and recorded as such 
 



Question I would like to see answered that was not addressed was the efficacy of treatment with 
LDK – this study mainly reported on AE 
 
Clinical Bottom Line: 
 
Overall, have to recognize the limitations based on the fact that it is a retrospective study with 
data from only one center. However, the data abstraction was done very well and ill give them 
credit for that. I think that in the end this does show that administering LDK for analgesia is 
probably safe. It doesn’t really tell us if it works so we need to look to other studies to answer 
these questions. 


